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How to make a video Haiku
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What is a Haiku? 

A haiku is a classical 
Japanese form of poetry.  

It consists of three lines, 
each of which is broken into 
syllables. The first line and 
last lines have 5 syllables, 
whilst the second line has 
seven.  

Haikus traditionally are 
about the natural 
environment. In the spirit of 
Zen Bhuddism, then should 
capture a single moment of 
purity and perfection.  

Master Matsuo Basho is 
probably the most famous 
of the Haiku masters. He 
wrote in the 17th century. 
Here is one of his pieces of 
work: 

Literal Translation 

Fu-ru (old) i-ke (pond) ya,  
ka-wa-zu (frog) to-bi-ko-mu 
(jumping into)  
mi-zu (water) no o-to 
(sound)  

Translated by Fumiko 
Saisho 

The old pond-  
a frog jumps in, 
sound of water. 

The Backstory. 

I first created the video haiku as a way of making personal reflections on rivers. At 
the time I was working with a global development team on a new model of 
Occupational Therapy which uses rivers as narrative structures to understand life 
processes.  


This ‘river’ model, which hailed from Japan is called the Kawa Model - kawa being 
the japanese word for river. It seemed an obvious move to use the Haiku form as a 
vehicle for exploring these natural environments. 


The Rules. 

A classical Haiku has certain conventions, and so does the video haiku. These are:


1. A 5-7-5 structure of clips and clip duration. 

2. No planned speech or voice over.

3. The video should be an exploration of a process and/or environment.

4. The narrative should emerge from the process of creation. 

5. The video haiku should be shot, edited and published on the same day. 


The Process. 

1. Capture 
Go for a walk. As you are walking be aware of your environment. As images or 
moments catch your attention take a short video of them. The clips should be no 
more than ten seconds in length. As you take the video you can add movement by 
zooming or panning, or you can use the natural movement of the subject (leaves in 
the wind for example. 


2. Edit 
Upload your shots, or you can use an onboard editor. You do not need to use 
anything complicated, iMovies or Movie Maker are more than adequate. You now 
need to arrange and trim your shots. Remember you will be using a 5-7-5 format. 
Your first and last five shots should be 5 seconds in length, the middle seven shots 
should be 7 seconds in length. Once you have arranged your shots you need to

add transitions. To separate each section insert a fade to black. To separate the 
shots in each section insert a cross dissolve or cross fade. 

For sound you can just use the ambient sound, or you could add an instrumental 
track but no lyrics. If you prefer you could use a mix of each. 


3. Publish 
And that is it. You have now created your first video haiku. Publish it to your 
network and share your unique view of the world.


To watch a how to video go to https://www.youtube.com/
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